Maintenance Mechanic Job Description
Company Description: HOBAS Pipe USA, Inc. is a producer and international supplier of corrosion resistant HOBAS
centrifugally cast fiberglass reinforced polymer mortar pipe systems. HOBAS Pipe USA is wholly owned by WIG
Wietersdorfer Holding GmbH with product and process technology under license from Amiblu Holding Gmbh.
Position Description: Maintenance Mechanic
Position is responsible for repairing and installing production/ manufacturing equipment. Inspects equipment for proper
functioning and performs preventative maintenance duties, per manufacturer’s specifications. Diagnoses equipment
malfunctions and makes repairs or adjustments, as needed. Must have own hand tools. This position requires
continuous work near heat, noise, frequent lifting, climbing, standing, walking, crouching, squatting, bending, and
kneeling.
PRIMARY ACOUNTABILITIES





Perform preventative maintenance on assigned line
Repair all production equipment as needed
Upgrade areas with new equipment/ technology; work with outside contractors working on assigned line
Change production line molds based on production demands

The acceptable candidate must have:











4 to 8 years’ previous experience as a Mechanic in a heavy industrial environment or military equivalent
Should be familiar with and able to operate the following: Crane, come-alongs, forklifts, man lift, scissor lift,
boom extension.
Preferred previous use of full face mask
Previous experience handling, installing and troubleshooting the following: Water pumps, hydraulic pumps,
pneumatic cylinder. Air motors, power tools.
Previous experience with removal and replacement of bearing by heat expansion
Previous experience working with and troubleshooting and assembling gear box transmissions
Able to use basic measuring equipment such as calipers, dial indicators, gauges, micrometers. Must have
knowledge of Basic Shop Math.
Must have or be willing to invest in basic tools: wrenches, sockets, hammer, etc.
Must be willing to work overtime to include weekends, off-hours and holidays as determined by business needs
In addition to above requirements, one is expected to be drug-free, have excellent character, and be extremely
trustworthy.

Position Details:






Location: Houston, TX
Travel Requirements: None
Shift Work: Yes- 12 Hr. Shifts, 4 days on, 2 days off rotation
Supervisory: Initially, there will be no direct reports

Salary: Commensurate with experience
Benefits: 401k, medical, dental,

